Subject: The call for "la Caixa" Foundation's doctorate fellowship applications is now open

Title: Do you want to start your research career?

"la Caixa" Foundation’s doctoral fellowships programme INPhINIT supports the best scientific talent to promote innovative, excellence research in Spain and Portugal. Apply for a PhD fellowship and give your story a boost.

Incoming: 35 fellowships for researchers of all nationalities to carry out their PhD at Spanish centres with Severo Ochoa or María de Maeztu accreditation, Carlos III Health Research Institutes, and Portuguese centres classed as “excellent” by the Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia. Incoming fellowships are addressed exclusively to STEM disciplines.

Retaining: 30 fellowships for researchers of all nationalities to carry out their PhD in any discipline and at any university or research centre in Spain or Portugal.

More information: